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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.From the PREFACE. The following pages are
due to a long yet incomplete study of the symbolic use of numerals in ancient literature and
monumental work. The builders of old Egyptian and Asiatic civilizations attached great importance
to numbers as an exact language in which physical and spiritual ideals could be expressed and
preserved. The number seven was generally recognized as the numeric symbol of rest, satisfaction
and sufficiency, and ten as the symbol of completeness. It is our belief that these are fragments of
an ancient and comprehensive system of numerical symbolism. In the absence of ancient writings
or tablets defining the symbolism of numbers we must depend upon special use to discover their
significance. As figures show time on the clock dial, steam pressure on the steam gauge, and
commercial values in account books, so the ancient symbolic import of numbers is determined by
their use. Where measures are thus employed a symbolic interpretation is important. The
marvellous ability displayed in the monumental work of ancient builders shows that their
measuring rods were accurately fixed. Men...
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This book is very gripping and fascinating. Yes, it is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this pdf to discover.
-- La va da  Nikola us-- La va da  Nikola us

A superior quality pdf along with the font used was intriguing to read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. You may like
how the blogger create this book.
-- Dr . Rylee B er g e-- Dr . Rylee B er g e
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